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Allegiances, broken promises and deceit. For three hundred years the fortunes and misfortunes of Scotland have been in the hands
of Westminster. During that time we have been compelled to provide all manner of support to that arrangement, contributing our
money, our graft, and even our lives in wars they get involved in.
We should therefore expect a degree of respect in return as a nation of Scottish people. There are many contentious issues facing us
but it seems impossible to address any of our problems when we continue to follow the whims of a cauldron of two faced liars intent
on preserving the problems to our recurring disadvantage and their unilateral advantage.
Firstly, Kezia Dugdale of Labour lives in a world of her own without appearing to want to listen to Scots or even answer basic
questions on vital matters important to Scotland's people, such as austerity and Trident nuclear missiles All she is in reality capable of is
seeking to impose whatever her London bosses eventually decide what Labour is about.
Labour are part of a London coalition which views Scotland as North Britain. This could not be more clearly illustrated than Dugdale's
fake attempt at embracing Scots voters by saying she will not stop Labour MSPs and MPs campaigning for independence when she
responded to calls to allow them to have a “free vote” on the issue. This was immediately challenged by former First Minister Henry
McLeish, who shot her down in flames by warning her that Labour could appear “divided”.
It's easy to see that Kezia Dugdale's loyalty will be dictated from Westminster and anything she tells the electorate has no conviction or
substance involved. She already lied to us and said she did not work with the Tories in the Better Together campaign. A multitude of
photographs on the internet easily debunk that lie. Her remit is to get us to tow the line and get on with accepting the lie of a
vow as fulfilled.
Things are no better with the Lib/Dems. The Alistair Carmichael smear of Nicola Sturgeon and the backing of him by Westminster's
Scottish Secretary is a corrupt scandal. Carmichael is in court at a cost to the people which has surpassed £80,000 raised through crowd
funding, never mind the hinted at £1.5 million of our money they spent trying to cover it up. It's pathetic that people in Scotland
should have to foot the bill for justice in relation to this crime to obtain public office. An MP is supposed to be elected to serve and
those with no integrity surely don't qualify as fit to serve. The Lib/Dems have still not paid the police bill for their conference in
Scotland either.
There we have it. Two parties working against the Scottish people, both happy to lie and smear to impose whatever Westminster
wants, undermining the achievements the SNP have made in Scotland within the constraints of cuts imposed, completely outwith
Scotland's current ability to control.
The politics of Scotland has changed forever. No longer will we sleepwalk through life in apathy waiting for the next actors nepotism
in the ongoing presentation of the same old corrupt lie, where we always lose out and have our true potential suppressed against our
will.
No London Party opposes austerity or seeks to put greed of the corrupt before the people. They do not invest in Scotland. They
plunder Scotland and put us down when we dare ask for fair treatment. Matters in Scotland are better in Scotland's hands, kept where
we can cannily keep an eye on our affairs, instead of allowing ourselves to be eternally duped that placing faith in known cloak and
dagger liars from London with clandestine plots is what's best for us.
To grow the change to a fair society we need to keep investing in Scotland and support what's right for people. The SNP will continue
to work for a better Scotland as best they can under the constraints put on them by the British State.
Waiting for Westminster to provide something better, when all that gets us is lumbered with bankers puppets we would never vote for,
is shooting ourselves in the foot.
Corbyn is either deliberately lying to the Scottish electorate or he is listening to his branch manager, who is not the most
factual person to be honest.
On the Andrew Marr show last Sunday (27 Sept) Corbyn attacked the SNP for privatising CalMac. 100% untrue, EU laws requires a
tendering process the SNP like Labour before them are following the law and the services CalMac provide are out to tender.
He went on to say the blame is on the SNP as they were behind the privatising ScotRail. 100% untrue. Britain's railways (including
Scotlands, were privatised by the Tories under the railway Act 1993, years before the Scottish parliament even existed. Privatisation of
the railways is still reserved to Westminster under the same act, currently it is forbidden by law except in emergencies for the Public
Sector to own or operate Britain's railways. He could say he meant that they supported the Privatisation, records show the SNP
opposed the act in 1993.
The old Labour misinformation favourite “they're also cutting college places”. There has been a fall in the total amount of teaching and learning
in Scotland’s colleges by the WSUM measure since the SNP took power. To be precise, it’s a fall of just over 3% not the 37% Labour
quote (-0.43% per year), a period spanning a massive economic crash which has seen a stranglehold put on Scotland’s budget by
Westminster. But its still not a cut a cut to places, its a streamlining and a different way of measuring teaching and learning, see
http://tinyurl.com/nmmu9m9.
Don't forget the biggest lie of all, the one about the SNP underfunding councils because of council tax freeze when they have in fact
been over-funding, more in a future issue about that.

The media and unionists get more desperate and unhinged by the day. The Michelle Thomson case only highlights the Pravda
style UK media.
Before we go any further, we do not know if Thomson is innocent or guilty and until the investigation is complete we won't know.
This article is not written in support of or against Thomson, it is written to highlight the sheer hypocrisy of our Main Stream Media
(MSM) and their relentless anti-SNP, SNPbad propaganda.
Michelle Thomson (independent) MP, not currently under any form of investigation (but has made herself available to Police) resigns from the
SNP Whip and is automatically suspended from the Party because it's an SNP MP the story runs for over 1 week, it's still running as I
am typing..
Buying, renting or selling homes is not a crime if it was I'd be in prison. Buying a home under market value is not a crime, again, if it
was I'd be in prison. It's called business and identifying properties or sellers who might accept a lower bid is part of the process when
you're buying a home. Do you research the seller's back ground? No you don't.
But let's compare this never ending story to some others which have had no or very little coverage lately .
Ruth Davidson, Conservative leader in Scotland was under Police investigation for 1 year for admitting on live TV that the Better
Together team sampled postal votes in the Independence Referendum. Did she resign while under investigation? (Remember Thomson is
not even under investigation yet) Answer - No
David Cameron accused of, among other things, a disgusting acts with dead pig, drug taking, but worst of all being a member of a
"secret boys club" with links to dodgy dealings/actions which sparks of cronyism . The PM of the UK has been reduced to a
worldwide joke (I know as am not currently in the UK) and the media have not questioned him one little bit.
Alistair Carmichael admits lying to the electorate about Nicola Sturgeon preferring Cameron/Tories in Downing Street goes on to win
the Orkney and Shetland seat on the back of it by just over 800 votes . His lies and deceit are being dragged through court but, he is
still a Liberal Democrat MP and Party member and the whole debacle has been largely brushed aside by the MSM.
I expect high standards from SNP elected members, M Thomson has done what I and every other SNP member expected from her,
she stood down from the Party whip, and was consequently suspended from the SNP until the investigation is complete. Pity the
media don't demand the same standards from their friends in the unionist Parties .
But, Scotland has woken up to the smear and the spin, we see through the tawdry establishment press. Print what you like MSM,
exaggerate as much as you want to nightly News and feign outrage at First Ministers Questions opposition, as less and less are
listening.
Strange this anti SNP sleaze stuff came out on the week of 6 by election wins and 2 new polls, showing that the majority of Scots now
want Independence
In a dig at the SNP and Independence movement Jeremy Corbyn claimed that "Flags don't build houses". Well Jeremy you are way
off the mark yet again when it comes to Scotland and the SNP. Council House completions by financial year in Scotland: 2003-04-0,
2004-05-0, 2005-06-0, 2006-07-6, 2007-08-28, 2008-09-336, 2009-10-413, 2010-11-614, 2011-12-1,114, 2012-13-963, 2013-14-1,140,
2014-15-1,157, so Labour built a whopping 6 houses from 2003-07 and the SNP 5737 from 2007-15. That's only 5,731 more than
Labour, Scotland under the SNP also leads the UK.. Guess Flags do build houses Jeremy.
Lies, damned lies and Dugdale statistics. Several times this past week or two, the unpredictability of Labour's young Scottish
branch leader has become increasingly obvious.
Not least in the area of statistics, which in the hands of a more knowledgeable and experienced politician, would normally be boring
and hum drum. But not so with the woman known as "Deputy Dug".
Kezia Dugdale has become the George W Bush of Scottish statistics. Able to mangle, misinterpret and blatantly lie about almost any
fact, however ridiculous her eventual comment might actually sound.
And it seems her pals in Union Broadcasting Company (BBC Labour/Tory/LibDem anyone but pro-Independence SNP) at Pacific Quay seem
deaf to her obvious faults. Turning a deaf ear to her outrageous untruths and totally wrong arithmetic in even the simplest of statistical
quotations.
These bizarre "mis-representations" of the facts are perfectly illustrated by the latest Dugdale pronouncement on the subject of the
reading abilities of primary school children in the most deprived group of kids.
Here Dugdale made a classic "Dug up" when she managed to turn "one in five" children into "fifty percent". How do you take 1 in 5,
or 20%, & magically turn that into 1in 2, or 50%? but even that was a lie, the report clearly states 1 in 5 children leave primary school
without excellent reading skills, it doesn't say unable to read. to her credit she he did change her figure to 6000 leave primary school
unable to read properly in the following days Daily Record. Still, that is only 1.6% of the 385,200 children in primary school a long
way off 50% and now they can read, just not properly.
Personally, I think it must be the SNP Government failing in its schools, to teach budding Labour Branch Managers how to do ratios
and percentages.
Girls like Kezia must have been victims of our terrible educational system. How else would a young lassie end up getting her sums
that badly wrong? Must be SNPBAD.
Watch this space for more Kezia lies, oops sorry gaffs.
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